A generalized slave-particle scheme is introduced to study the t-J model with nonlocal effects included. A charge-spin decoupled state is found in this scheme, in which the nonlocal gauge fields play a role of attaching fictitious quantized fluxes to the particles as an effective way to describe antiferromagnetic correlation. As a result, the gauge fluctuation is suppressed in the long-wavelength limit, which shows the stability of flux binding, and the electromagnetic response function of such a state exhibits the Meissner effect. An important consequence of the present approach is that the electron, as a combination of the charge and spin degrees of freedom, does not show time-reversal and parity-symmetry-broken behavior, in contrast to the usual anyon theory. This is consistent with experimental results. The robustness of this conclusion relies on the exactness of the constraint between the charge and spin degrees of freedom as well as the flux binding condition. We also calculate the momentum distribution of electrons, which shows a characteristic scale equal to the Fermi momentum kf.
I. INTRODUCTION In recent years, the two-dimensional (2D)t-J model has attracted quite intensive attention because of its close relation with high-T, copper-oxide superconductivity.
As The no double occupancy constraint (1.2) imposes a strong correlation on electrons. In the one-dimensional (1D) case, it has been shown that such a constraint will lead to the charge-spin separation, which exactly decouples the hopping and superexchange processes in the t-J model (1.1) as J~O . It turns out that the electron can be properly regarded as a composite particle of a spinon, describing the spin degree of freedom, and a holon, carrying the charge. But more than that, some nonlocal phase factors have been found to appear in the decomposition of the electron. These string fields resemble the Jordan-%'igner-like nonlocal phase and are physically related to the phase-shift concept. These phases have been crucial in obtaining the correct Luttinger-liquid behaviors of the single-particle Green's function and various correlation functions.
It would be instructive to make a comparison of the above charge-spin separation picture to the slave-particle formulation which has been often used in the literature.
In the slave-boson (fermion) method, the electron operator c; is decomposed into f; h;, where f; is a fermion (boson) operator carrying the spin label while h, is a boson (fermion) operator creating a hole. The no double occupancy constraint (1.2) is then reduced to an equality haft f, +h; h; =1 .
(1.3)
Because of this constraint, h; and f; are not decoupled and in that sense they do not really describe the holon and spinon, respectively. Nevertheless, in the 1D chain this local constraint has been solved by introducing the so-called squeezed spin chain ' such that the charge (hole) and spin get separated in the t JHamiltonia-n. The corresponding long-wavelength effect would be simply described by some nonlocal phase shifts generated from h and f while they become decoupled.
An alternative way in dealing with the constraint (1.3} is the gauge-field approach.
In One notices that a Coulomb-type interaction appears in the matrix (B6). The summation over the bubble diagrams in the RPA is similar to that in the electron gas.
Define the correlation function 2)""(1, 2)= i ( -T( j"( 1)j (2))),
which is related to the noninteracting response function 2)0 according to at small co, k limit with co, =(m lmf )p and Uf =&mp/mf 
Note that the response function IIf is determined through the current-current correlation in Eq. (3.18).
The current 3 in the continuum version is given by -iV -qf Af Jf(r)=gf (r) f (r) mf (B9)
